Macaronis Resort is remotely located on the beautiful island of North Pagai in the Southern Mentawai islands with prime access to the world-class left-hand point-break, Macaronis.

Incredible surfing is only part of the draw to this pristine and beautiful part of the world. The ocean and jungle that surrounds the resort is rich with life, prime for exploring, fishing, snorkeling, and so much more.

Macaronis Resort has always been very involved with support for the local community. Our partnership has created a symbiotic relationship of thriving for both the people of the island and the surfing community.

Come relax in comfortable accommodation, with delicious food, professional service and world-class surf in the Mentawai Islands.
Enjoy the comfort and privacy of a first class resort just a stones throw from one of the world’s best waves. Macaronis Resort offers an unforgettable vacation experience with quality facilities and access to a variety of fun activities for the whole family.

In addition to incredible surfing, guests can enjoy kayaking, paddle boarding, fishing, snorkeling, and more right from the resort doorstep. You can expect that we have your priorities covered.

The resort has 16 guest suites catering to 20 surfers maximum and up to 32 guests. Non-surfer guests and beginner surfers always visit the resort at a discounted rate!

✓ WORLD-CLASS SURF
✓ WAVES FOR ALL LEVELS
✓ BEAUTIFUL BEACHES
✓ ON-LOCATION SPA
✓ RESTAURANT & BAR
✓ INCREDIBLE VIEWS
✓ ATTENTIVE & CARING STAFF
RESORT FACILITIES

The resort features all the modern conveniences you would expect at home, plus wifi, a beautiful pool, and boats running to the waves at all hours. Situated on an aquarium-like calm lagoon with stunning ocean views, all rooms have open patios to gaze over the beautifully wild area.

Located on the ground level is the resort Bar & Restaurant with professional chefs serving 3 meals daily and a full bar serving a variety of beer, Australian imported wine and mixed drinks. The lower-level is also the community area with indoor and outdoor seating, lounge areas, ping-pong table, billiards, and a yoga hut. The large pool area has several seating areas, beautiful views, and sun lounges.

All Guest Suites are on the second floor, elevated 8M above sea level with open veranda sea views, air-conditioning, hot water, WiFi, live surf camera broadcast, and satellite TV. Proper acoustic and thermal insulation through-out the building allow guest privacy and relaxation.

✓ SWIMMING POOL & SUN LOUNGES
✓ SINIAI SPA & MASSAGE
✓ SATELLITE TV MOVIES & SPORTS
✓ WIFI INTERNET
✓ MACAS LIVE SURF CAM TV
✓ A/C & HOT WATER
✓ PRIVATE TERRACES
✓ BEAUTIFUL VIEWS
✓ FULL BAR
✓ SURF VIDEOGRAPHER
✓ YOGA GAZEBO
✓ SPEED BOAT EXCURSIONS
✓ SNORKELING & FISHING GEAR
✓ WELL INSULATED FOR COMFORT
✓ DAILY MAID SERVICE
✓ SURF BOARD RENTALS
✓ LAUNDRY SERVICE
✓ CREDIT CARD PAYMENT
The restaurant at Macaronis Resort prepares food with excellence involving a great deal of planning and sourcing locally and internationally to provide a high-quality dining experience.

The kitchen is staffed by professional chefs who prepare a variety of healthy modern cuisine that will provide plenty of energy for long hours in the water. Appetizers on the bar are followed by large plated meals and twice weekly a BBQ buffet of local seafood, marinated meats, and delicious sides, sauces, and desserts.

Coffee, Tea, Guava & Mango Juice, Fruit, and baked goods are available all day.

- EARLY CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST & TOAST BAR
- HOT MADE-TO-ORDER BREAKFAST
- HEARTY PLATED LUNCH
- THREE COURSE OR BUFFET DINNER

Chefs can accommodate any food allergies or eating preferences. Gluten-free, vegan, and vegetarian guests are carefully accommodated to.

Macaronis Bar serves a variety of exotic cocktails, imported Australian red and white wine, liquor, beer, espresso, and snacks. A 50" wall-mounted flat screen TV usually plays Macas TV live surf cam feed until dark when guests can watch surf DVDs, the latest Macas videos, or the days footage. No bar would be complete without a billiard table and no surf resort without a ping-pong table – we have both!
Indulge in a healing spa treatment by one of Macaroni’s own massage therapists.

Professionally trained, our lovely massage therapists give high-quality, caring treatments that will leave you feeling refreshed and rejuvenated.

With an understanding of surfer ailments, they work with you to focus on areas of tension and address your specific needs.

Set in the open air pool-side gazebo, the calming tropical sounds of the sea breeze rustling in the palms and the beautiful bamboo chimes make for an unforgettable experience.

Choose from a variety of massage options and healing body scrubs to make your vacation experience that much more rewarding!

Visit www.macaronisresort.com/spa for a complete spa menu with all available treatments and pricing.

**Traditional Massage**
1 hour ........................................................ Rp. 200,000
This medium to firm massage treatment uses long strokes, skin rolling, kneading, and reflexology techniques to stimulate blood circulation and soothe aching muscles.

**Aromatherapy Massage**
1 hour ........................................................ Rp. 200,000
This is a gentle massage technique that has the ability to clear the mind and soothe the body. Focused on creating a sense of overall relaxation rather than eliminating musical aches, a choice of aromatic oils assist to calm and evoke clarity.

**Foot Massage**
1 hour ........................................................ Rp. 200,000
Massage for the feet using ancient pressure-point techniques to stimulate the body’s natural healing capabilities.

**Head & Shoulder Massage**
30 minutes ...................................................... Rp. 150,000
If you don’t have time to enjoy the many benefits of a complete body massage treatment, this 30 minute treatment will help relieve stress and tension in the neck and shoulder area.
Macaronis is visited annually by pro surfers, shapers, photographers, and frothers alike. There is no doubt Macaronis is one of the best waves on the planet and definitely the most consistent wave in all of the Mentawais. Macaronis is what most people come to surf but there are many other waves to choose from including some perfect alternatives for new to intermediate surfers.

Macaronis is a perfect, consistent left hand wave that works on all tides, big and small swells, and most wind conditions. There is a fun right hand beach break ideal for beginners out front and several intermediate reef breaks in the area, as well as a few serious reef breaks that serve up the deepest, longest, hair raising barrels you could imagine.

**MACAS LIVE TV - SURF CAM**

The resort has a live camera feed of the surf at Macaronis at all hours. All you have to do is flip on your in-room flat screen to get a closer look at the conditions and the crowd. The Bar & Restaurant has Macas Live TV on throughout the day for monitoring the wave.

**VIDEOGRAPHERS**

Freelance surf videographers/photographers offer a videography and photography service to all guests. They provide the opportunity to get a professionally edited surf movie of your trip with a selection of photos to take home with you.
**MACARONIS**

Macaronis, more commonly referred to as Macas, is a mechanical left-hander that has been described by many as being the most high performance wave in existence. In glassy or off-shore conditions 4 – 6 second barrels are manageable from the take off, while the inside section is a bit like a skaters half-pipe.

Macas is such a fun wave to surf even in onshore conditions, and is one of the few reef breaks in the world that continues to break well in all tides. Macas holds from 2 – 8 feet and technically doesn’t get any bigger than this; it just becomes more hollow and round.

**GREEN BUSH**

Green bush is one of the most amazing waves to surf in the southern Mentawai region. Macas may be the most predictable and most fun wave to surf, while Greenbush has become known as one of the most mesmerizing and hair raising. The tube is very open and on the correct swell direction all three sections link up and it is very make-able. Regular visitors class this wave as a true gem; it works on a solid south swell, big high tides and east – north west winds.

**MACAS RIGHT**

Macas Right becomes a quality wave in a thick south swell with northerly winds and a medium to high tide. It is not surfed or photographed often and basically just sits in the background of Macaronis being the main focal point that people come to visit.

Macas Right is often at its best when Macaronis is also firing, and therefore it often gets ignored. So if you would like to surf on your own whilst staying at Macaronis Resort or just with a couple of others, be different, and go surf the right on a North wind and south swell, you will be surprised with what you find.

**SILABU LEFT**

Silabu Left can be surfed on all tides and is ideal for those seeking a mellow option with no crowds. It is an ideal wave for those just starting out surfing reef breaks, or for those who are looking to find their feet and build their confidence level.

Silabu is more protected from southerly wind than Macas and can remain off-shore in mornings for another hour or so if southerly winds are expected.

**BAT CAVE**

Another option for those seeking a long mellow, uncrowded right hand wave is the Bat Cave. This wave breaks for a few hundred meters down the edge of a tiny deserted island that is also a great spot to have a swim or do some snorkeling.

Bat Cave picks up a lot of swell, especially if there is a bit of westerly direction in it. The wave occasionally dishes up a little barrel and offers long racy walls, but generally it is a point break with sections; definitely need some paddling fitness when it gets bigger.

**MINI MACAS**

Mini Macas breaks inside of Macaronis and is a perfect little left-hand peak ideal for those looking for something a little less heavy than Macaronis. The wave is best at high tide, and is generally empty. You can get dropped off at Mini Macas on the way out to Macaronins and easily flag down a boat ride in as well. You can even watch the waves up at Macaronis to get a feel for when the sets are about to arrive. Mini Macas is the most consistent when Macaronis is pumping.
**RAGS RIGHT**

Rags Right is a non-stop tube from start to finish. At low tide forget it, unless you choose to surf the outside section, which can occasionally offer some alternative on a northerly wind. At high tide though, and on the right swell, Rag's Right can offer perhaps some of the thickest, hollowest tubes in south Mentawai. The wave grinds down a section of reef that is famous for two coral heads situated at the kick out point – always in the back of a surfer’s mind while locked inside the tube.

**RAGS LEFT**

Rag's Left is a long barreling wave that turns on during large south-west swells. If you are lucky enough to catch Rags at 8 ft or bigger, don't forget to shoot a photo of the lineup, it is an extraordinary sight, one that you are unlikely to see too often. Rags Left is very dependent on swell direction, tide and wind, but when all of these factors fall into place, you could find yourself and just a few of your friends pulling into massive barrels.

**THUNDERS**

Thunders is one of the most consistent breaks in the Mentawai's and is surfable on all tides. Higher tides usually offer racy tube sections over a shallow inside reef shelf breaking close to the island, whilst lower tides offer a forceful shoulder further out the back. In smaller south swells the top section of the reef can turn on offering long hollow barrels. Generally Thunders is an excellent option in smaller long period swells and can handle crowds due to there being a number of take off spots.

**ROXIES**

Roxies is a fun right-hander that works best in W – SW swells. It is fairly consistent and very fun wave to surf, and when it gets bigger it also becomes a hollow barrel. Roxies is only 45 minutes to the south of Macaronis Resort, and we frequent this spot on occasions for those chasing after a right-hander. Has been called 'Macas in reverse', due to the wave being a fun and perfectly peeling right.

**REDNUHT**

Rednuht is a solid right-hander that breaks in deep water. The wave is not that long but barrels from take off and dishes up a good bit of adrenalin. This wave requires the right tides and swell direction to work, but when it's on, it's on. Ask the surf guides for the run down.

**FISH FINGERS**

Fish Fingers is the perfect wave for learning to surf. It is located right across the channel from the resort with a nice sandy bottom. It is a soft perfect little peak that peels left and right.

Learn to surf or teach the kids with the two soft-top 8ft learner boards available for use free of charge to take out to Fish Fingers. Ask management about lessons from the surf guides.

**macaronis resort**

www.macaronisresort.com
The tropical paradise that surrounds Macaronis Resort offers so much more than amazing surfing. The resort is stocked up with recreational equipment to make exploring and enjoying the local environment easy for all guests.

Included in trip packages are speed boat rides with guides for any activity the guests would like to arrange including village visits, snorkeling trips, fishing trips, and exploring. The resort hosts and guides offer their expertise in equipment and local knowledge of the best spots for fishing and snorkeling.

√ SURFING FOR ALL LEVELS
√ SNORKELING & SPEAR FISHING
√ STAND UP PADDLING THE LAGOON
√ PING PONG & BILLIARDS
√ GUIDED VISITS TO LOCAL VILLAGES
√ SWIMMING IN THE POOL
√ TROLLING AND BOTTOM FISHING
√ KAYAKING
√ MANGROVE TOURS
√ BEACH COMBING & EXPLORING
√ JUNGLE WALKS
The resort has a variety of recreational equipment and gear available for all guests to use free of charge.

Kayaks, paddle boards, learning surf boards, fishing rods, spear guns, snorkeling gear, and more are available so the whole family can get out and enjoy the beautiful surroundings.

- SNORKELING GEAR & FINS
- A SELECTION OF KAYAKS
- STAND UP PADDLE BOARDS
- 6 LEARNER SURF BOARDS
- FISHING EQUIPMENT
- QUALITY SPEAR GUNS

A quiver of performance surfboards are available for hire at the resort. Please check the website for details and pricing.
Macaronis Resort is open year-round offering the opportunity to score less-crowded waves and accommodate guests during the Summer Months (Nov - Feb). Inquiries for booking are responded to promptly at:
info@macaronisresort.com

For frequently asked questions, travel information, details on the content of this brochure and for booking your trip to Macaronis Resort visit our website:
www.macaronisresort.com